In this paper, we propose a novel splitting receiver, which involves joint processing of coherently and non-coherently received signals. Using a passive RF power splitter, the received signal at each receiver antenna is split into two streams which are then processed by a conventional coherent detection (CD) circuit and a power-detection (PD) circuit, respectively. The streams of the signals from all the receiver antennas are then jointly used for information detection. We show that the splitting receiver creates a three-dimensional received signal space, due to the joint coherent and non-coherent processing.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation
Wireless communications has witnessed several major theoretical advancements in the last few decades, which have been quickly incorporated into communication standards, e.g., multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems and orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) [1] . The baseband receiver design, underlying these technologies, has been the receiver based on a coherent detection (CD), i.e., coherent receiver for short, which has been adopted exclusively in nearly all the popular wireless communication standards. The coherent receiver design has stayed virtually unchanged throughout the evolution of wireless communication systems to date.
The recent trend towards a large number of antennas at the transmitter or receiver (such as in massive MIMO and millimeter wave systems [2] , [3] ) provides incentive to rethink the coherent receiver design for future communication systems. This is because provision of accurate channel state information (CSI) becomes challenging in scenarios with a massive number of antennas. In this regard, power/intensity-detection (PD) based non-coherent receivers have been proposed [4] and [5] . Although, in general, non-coherent receivers suffer from a performance loss compared to coherent receivers, their low cost and low power consumption makes them attractive for systems with a large number of antennas. It is proved in [4] that PD-based non-coherent modulation in a massive single input multiple output (SIMO) system can achieve a scaling law which is the same as the coherent modulation scheme with an increasing number of antennas. It is also shown in [5] that the performance of the PD-based non-coherent modulation asymptotically approaches the performance of coherent detection in high SNR regimes. These studies show that PD-based non-coherent receivers can offer a performance comparable to coherent receivers in future wireless systems.
Another motivation for considering PD-based non-coherent receivers comes from the recent interest in simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [6] [7] [8] [9] . In such systems, a user is assumed to be equipped with an energy receiver which is based on non-coherent RF (radio frequency)-to-DC (direct current) conversion, and a conventional coherent (information) receiver. In SWIPT systems, the user employs the energy receiver and the coherent receiver separately: (i) In time-switching, the user switches between the two receivers, depending on whether it is in RF energy harvesting (EH) mode or information detection mode, or (ii) in power-splitting, the user splits the received signal into two streams, and then sends one stream to the energy receiver and the other to the coherent receiver.
Although the PD-based non-coherent receiver has received more attention in wireless communication systems recently, it has played an important role in optical communications for a long time. For the low-cost wireless infrared communication system [10] , intensity modulation (IM) is the most commonly adopted modulation scheme. For IM-based wireless infrared communication, information is carried by the instantaneous power of the carrier, and the receiver uses a photodetector to produce a current proportional to the received instantaneous power directly, i.e., PD-based non-coherent demodulation. The wireless infrared communication channel is usually referred to as the intensity channel or the non-coherent additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, echoing the coherent AWGN channel. The modulation schemes and the capacity of the non-coherent AWGN channel were studied in [11] and [12] , respectively.
B. Novel Contributions
Motivated by the recent interest in the PD-based non-coherent receiver, we consider a basic point-to-point communication system and revisit the design of the communication receiver.
Rather than focusing on an improved design for either coherent receiver or non-coherent receiver alone, we consider a receiver with joint coherent and PD-based non-coherent processing. To the best of our knowledge, this is an open problem in the literature and it is not immediately clear whether joint processing will be better than either coherent or PD-based non-coherent processing alone. In this work, we show that it can in fact significantly improve the achievable rate and also reduce the symbol error rate (SER).
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows: 1) We propose a novel information receiver architecture for a K-antenna receiver called splitting receiver. The received signal at each antenna is split into two streams by a passive power splitter with a certain splitting ratio. One stream is processed by a conventional (coherent) CD circuit, and the other is processed by a (non-coherent) PD circuit, and then the 2K streams of processed signal are jointly used for information detection.
2) As a variant of the splitting receiver, we also propose a simplified receiver where no power splitters are required and a fixed number of antennas are connected to CD circuits and the remaining antennas are connected to PD circuits. Analytically, the simplified receiver can be treated as a special case of a splitting receiver, where the splitting ratio at each antenna can only take 1 or 0.
3) We show that the splitting receiver (and also the simplified receiver), increases the dimension of the received signal space, since the noise adds linearly to the signal in the coherent receiver part and the noise adds to the squared amplitude of the signal in the PD-based non-coherent receiver part. This results in improved communication performance.
4)
From an information-theoretic perspective, we model the channel introduced by the splitting receiver as a splitting channel. Assuming a Gaussian input to the splitting channel, in the high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) regime, we show analytically that: (i) The asymptotic maximum mutual information of the splitting channel is 3/2 times that of either the coherent AWGN channel or the non-coherent AWGN channel, under the same average received signal power constraint.
(ii) For a splitting receiver with a single receiver antenna, the asymptotic optimal power splitting ratio is 1/3. (iii) For the simplified receiver with a large number of receiver antennas, connecting half the antennas to the CD circuits and the other half to the PD circuits is the optimal strategy.
5) For transmissions based on practical modulations, we analyze the symbol decision region
and the symbol error rate (SER) at the splitting receiver. Considering high SNR regime, we derive the SER expression for a general modulation scheme. The analytical results show that, compared with the conventional coherent receiver, the splitting receiver achieves asymptotic SER reduction by a factor of M − 1 for M-PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) and
for M-QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation).
C. Paper Organization and Notation
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model, the proposed receiver architectures and the splitting channel. Section III analyzes the mutual information of the splitting channel with a Gaussian input. Section IV presents the received signal constellation at the splitting receiver for practical modulation schemes. Section V shows the SER results of practical modulation schemes. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Notation:· denotes a complex number. (·) * and | · | denote the conjugate and the absolutevalue norm of a complex number, respectively. Real{·} and Imag{·} denotes the real part and the imaginary part of a complex number, respectively. Pr (·) denotes the probability of an event.
h(·), h(·, ·), h(·|·) denote the differential entropy, joint and conditional differential entropy,
The kth antenna receiver architecture. erfc(
) is the Q-function.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider the communication between a single-antenna transmitter and a K-antenna receiver.
The average received signal power at each antenna is denoted by P. The channel coefficient at the kth receiver antenna is denoted byh k .
A. Proposed Receiver Architecture
Splitting receiver: The proposed splitting receiver architecture is illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and (b). In the first stage, the received signal at each antenna is split into two streams by an ideal passive RF power splitter. We assume there is no power loss or noise introduced during the splitting process [13] [14] [15] . One stream is sent to the (conventional) CD circuit and the other to the PD circuit. The signals in the CD and PD circuits are first converted to the baseband signals and then sampled and digitized by the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) accordingly, for further processing. Specifically, the rectifier-based PD circuit converts the RF signal into a DC signal with a conversion efficiency η. In the second stage, all the 2K streams of signal of the K antennas are jointly used for information detection. 1 Note that although we focus on the wireless communication application in this paper, the proposed splitting receiver with single-antenna (K = 1) is also applicable to cable and fibre-optical communication systems. 1 Although the CD and PD circuits may have different detection sensitivity level in practice [16] , we assume both the circuits are able to detect arbitrarily small power signal for tractability.
(a) K-antenna simplified receiver architecture. (b) The K 1 th and the (K 1 + 1)th antenna receiver architectures. Fig. 2 The proposed simplified receiver architecture.
Simplified receiver: We also propose a simplified receiver, as a variant of the splitting receiver, where no power splitters are required. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the simplified receiver,
are connected to the CD circuit and the remaining antennas are connected to the PD circuits. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . We assume that the connections are determined offline, hence do not depend on the instantaneous channel coefficients at each antenna.
B. Signal Model
In this section, we present the signal model for the splitting receiver. Note that the simplified receiver can be analytically treated as a special case of the splitting receiver with power splitting ratios taking binary values only, i.e., ρ k ∈ {0, 1}, for all k = 1, 2, ..., K.
Based on [12] , [15] , the output signals from the CD and PD circuits at the kth antenna are given by, respectively,Ỹ
where ρ k ∈ [0, 1] is the power splitting ratio.X is the transmitted signal with normalized variance andX ∈ X , where X denotes the set of all possible transmitted signals.Z k is the post-processing complex AWGN of the CD circuit with the mean of zero and the variance of σ 2 cov , which includes both the RF band to baseband conversion noise and the ADC noise. N ′ k is the post-processing noise of the PD circuit which is also assumed to be real Gaussian noise [12] , which includes both the rectifier noise and the ADC noise. Note that we only consider the post-processing noisẽ Z k and N ′ k , i.e., we ignore the pre-processing noise, such as the antenna noise which is almost at the thermal noise level and is much smaller than the post-processing noise [15] .
Without loss of generality, scaling (2) by η, the received signal Y 2,k can be rewritten as
where
is the equivalent rectifier conversion AWGN with the mean of zero and the variance σ 2 rec .
C. Maximal Ratio Combining of Splitting Receiver
To detect the transmitted signalX, similar with a conventional SIMO receiver, the optimal method is the maximal ratio combining (MRC). We assume that the receiver has perfect channel state information (CSI), i.e., knowledge ofh k . Since the K-antenna received signalsỸ 1,k and Y 2,k , k = 1, 2, ..., K, lie in different signal spaces, we use MRC for coherently processed signals (i.e.,Ỹ 1,k ) and non-coherent signals (i.e., Y 2,k ) separately. Based on (1) and (3), the combined coherently and non-coherently processed signals are given by, respectively,
For convenience of analysis, after linear scaling, (4) can be rewritten as
andZ and N follow the same distributions asZ k and N k , respectively. The two-dimensional signalỸ 1 and the one-dimensional signal Y 2 form a triple (Ỹ 1 , Y 2 ), which is the equivalent received signal of the K-antenna splitting receiver.
It is interesting to see that since the two-dimensional signalỸ 1 lies on the in-phase-quadrature (I-Q) plane and the one-dimensional signal Y 2 lines on the power (P)-axis, the equivalent received signal (Ỹ 1 , Y 2 ) lies in the three-dimensional I-Q-P space. This is different from the conventional coherent (two-dimensional) and non-coherent (one-dimensional) receiver signal spaces. Thus, the splitting receiver expands the received signal space and fundamentally changes the way in which the signal is processed compared with the conventional receivers. Considering the noiseless signal, i.e., lettingZ and N = 0 in (5), we have
, the splitting receiver is actually bending the noiseless received signal space into a paraboloid with ρ as illustrated in Fig. 3 . When ρ = 1, i.e., a nonsplitting case, the splitting receiver degrades to the coherent receiver. As the parameter
increases, e.g., each element of ρ decreases, the splitting receiver bends the signal plane to a paraboloid, which is taller and thinner with a larger √ Θ 2 /Θ 1 , e.g., a smaller ρ. When ρ = 0, the splitting receiver degrades to the PD-based non-coherent receiver.
In this paper, PD-based non-coherent receiver is named as non-coherent receiver for short, and we refer to both the K-antenna coherent receiver (i.e., ρ = 1) and the K-antenna non-coherent receiver (i.e., ρ = 0) as the conventional receivers.
D. Splitting Channel
From an information theory perspective, (5) can be rewritten as 
where | · | 2 is the squared magnitude operator. We name (7) as the splitting channel, and the input and output of the splitting channel regarded as random variables, are
respectively.
The splitting channel can be treated as a SIMO channel, since the channel has one input √ PX and two outputsỸ 1 and Y 2 . It can also be treated as a degraded (due to the power splitting)
SISO channel with the outputỸ 1 and a side information Y 2 .
E. Performance Metrics
We study the mutual information between the input and output of the splitting channel for an ideal Gaussian input, and study the SER performance for practical modulation schemes.
For convenience of analysis, we define the operating SNR as
SNR coh and SNR non−coh are the SNRs of the conventional receivers, i.e., ρ = 1 for the coherent receiver and ρ = 0 for the non-coherent receiver, respectively. Specifically, the definition of SNR non−coh is consistent with [12] . Note that although √ H 4 P and σ rec correspond to the standard deviation (not variance) of the signal √ H 4 P|X| 2 and the noise N at the PD receiver, respectively, √ H 4 P still has the physical meaning of "power". Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio is defined as
In the following, we refer to the high SNR regime as SNR → ∞ which is obtained by letting P → ∞. Our analysis will focus on the splitting receiver which includes the simplified receiver as a special case.
III. SPLITTING CHANNEL: MUTUAL INFORMATION
In this section, we study the mutual information of the splitting channel to determine the gain due to the joint coherent and non-coherent processing. We also provide a discussion to intuitively explain this processing gain.
Based on (7), the mutual information between the input and outputs of the splitting channel with the splitting ratio ρ is
The joint probability density function (pdf) of
where fX(x) is the pdf ofX, and
, respectively. The mutual information expression in (10) needs five integrals to evaluate, which is cumbersome and thus the maximal mutual information theoretically achieved by the optimal distribution ofX, cannot be obtained.
A. Mutual Information and Joint Processing Gain
For tractability, in the following analysis, we consider the mutual information with a Gaussian input, i.e.,X ∼ CN (0, 1), and we have:
1) Letting ρ = 1, the splitting channel is degraded to the coherent AWGN channel, and the mutual information is well-known as [17] 
which is exactly the capacity of the coherent AWGN channel, i.e., C( ρ = 1).
2) Letting ρ = 0, the splitting channel is degraded to the conventional intensity channel in free-space optical communications [12] . Recall that we refer to the intensity channel as the non-coherent AWGN channel, echoing the coherent AWGN channel in this paper 2 . The mutual information of the non-coherent AWGN channel is [12] I(
The inequality (a) is given by [12] , and (13) is the asymptotic mutual information in the high SNR regime, which is also the asymptotic capacity (with gap less than | | bits) of the non-coherent AWGN channel, i.e., C( ρ = 0).
Comparing (12) and (13), it is easy to see that as SNR → ∞, the coherent and non-coherent AWGN channels have the same asymptotic capacity, i.e., lim SNR→∞ C( ρ = 1)/C( ρ = 0) = 1. In the following, we will show that the splitting receiver with ρ = 0 nor 1 provides a gain in the mutual information compared with the conventional receivers. Firstly, we need the following definition.
Definition 1. The joint processing gain of the splitting receiver is
where sup{·} denotes for the supremum, and [0, 1] K is the K-product space generated by the
If the joint processing gain G > 1, the splitting receiver achieves higher mutual information compared with the conventional receivers. If the joint processing gain G = 1 which means the joint coherent and non-coherent processing is unnecessary, the splitting receiver should be degraded to either one of the conventional receivers.
Due to the complicated form of (10), it is not possible to accurately evaluate the mutual information 3 for ρ ∈ [0, 1] K and prove whether G is greater than 1 or not. Hence, we first use
Monte Carlo based histogram method to simulate the results. In Fig. 4 , considering the K = 1 case, it is observed that when SNR is reasonably high, e.g., P = 10, σ 2 cov = 1 and σ rec = 1, the joint processing gain G is greater than 1. Inspired by this, we will focus on the analysis on the mutual information in (10) and the joint processing gain in Definition 1 in the high SNR regime in the following subsection. where Ei(x)
B. High SNR Analysis
dt is the exponential integral function, and γ is Euler's constant.
Proof. See Appendix A.
From Lemma 1, it is clear that the mutual information of the splitting channel increases linearly with log 2 (P) and decreases linearly with log 2 (σ cov ) and log 2 (σ rec ) in the high SNR regime. Moreover, since the mutual information depends on the power splitting ratio ρ, which is contained in the term Θ 1 Θ 2 , it is interesting to find the optimal ρ that maximizes the mutual information.
Based on Lemma 1, the following optimization problem is proposed to obtain the optimal splitting ratio ρ in the high SNR regime:
It can be shown that (P1) is not a convex optimization problem. Thus, the optimal splitting ratio can be obtained by numerical methods. In what follows, we first focus on two special scenarios and then discuss the joint processing gain for a general splitting receiver.
1) Splitting receiver with single receiver antenna:
, and thus, the optimal power-splitting ratio is obtained by solving the equation
It is straightforward to obtain the following results.
Proposition 1. For the splitting receiver with single receiver antenna, the optimal splitting ratio in the high SNR regime is
and the maximal mutual information is given by
2) Simplified receiver with a large number of antennas: For the simplified receiver with a large number of antennas, (17) can be rewritten as
Assuming thath k , k = 1, 2, ...K, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, i.e., the uncorrelated scenario, due to the law of large numbers when K is sufficiently large, we have
where 
Note that for the general spatially-correlated scenario, the optimal strategy in the high SNR regime is not immediately clear. We will investigate this scenario for future study.
3) Joint processing gain of splitting receiver with K receiver antennas: We assume that ρ = 0 nor 1, thus, Θ 1 = 0 and Θ 2 = 0. Then, based on (16b) of Lemma 1, (12) and (13), we can show that
14
In other words, the asymptotic gain is the same no matter what value ρ takes, as long as ρ = 0 nor 1. Therefore, the asymptotic optimal splitting ratio ρ ⋆ ∈ [0, 1] K \{ 0, 1}, and we have the following result based on Definition 1.
Proposition 3.
In the high SNR regime, the asymptotic joint processing gain for a splitting receiver with K receiver antennas is
C. Explanation of the Joint Processing Gain
The result of Proposition 3 shows that in the high SNR regime, since G = 3/2 > 1, the splitting receiver provides a processing gain. Note that although the joint processing gain at any given SNR depends on the specific value of the received signal power P, the noise variances σ 2 cov and σ 2 rec , the asymptotic joint processing gain is independent of the specific noise variances at the CD and PD circuits in the high SNR regime. This implies that the reason for the performance improvement lies in the joint coherent and non-coherent processing. This is explained in detail using intuitive and geometric arguments as follows.
Intuitive explanation of the rate improvement:
Since the degrees of freedom of a channel is commonly defined as the dimension of the received signal space [1] , the coherent AWGN channel has two degrees of freedom (I-Q plane) while the non-coherent AWGN channel has one degree of freedom (P-axis). For the splitting channel created by jointly utilizing both the coherent and non-coherent AWGN channels, the received signals are spread into a three-dimensional space, i.e., the I-Q-P space. Thus, the splitting channel can be treated as a channel with three degrees of freedom. Therefore, the splitting channel with a properly designed splitting ratio can take better advantage of the I-Q-P space, and achieve a better channel rate performance compared with either the coherent or non-coherent AWGN channel.
We would like to highlight that a 'splitting receiver', which splits the received signal at each antenna into two streams and sends both streams to CD circuits (i.e., two coherent AWGN channels), does not provide any rate improvement. After MRC, it is straightforward to see that the received signal space still lies on the I-Q plane. Thus, the received signal space is the same as for the conventional coherent receiver. For instance, consider a single-antenna receiver for ease of illustration. It can be proved that the best 'splitting' strategy is to send the entire signal to the CD circuit with a smaller noise variance, instead of splitting and sending signals to both CD circuits [1] . Therefore, there is no joint processing gain by using two coherent AWGN channels, i.e., G = 1. The same argument holds for a 'splitting receiver' which splits the received signal at each antenna into two streams and sends them to two PD circuits (i.e., two non-coherent AWGN channels).
Therefore, the key to the rate improvement is the increased dimension of the received signal space achieved by joint coherent and non-coherent processing, where the coherent channel adds noise linearly to the signal, and the noncoherent channel adds noise to the square amplitude of the signal.
A geometric explanation of the asymptotic gain: As discussed in Sec. II.C, a splitting receiver with the splitting ratio ρ maps the noiseless received signal space, i.e., the I-Q plane, to a paraboloid in the I-Q-P space with parameter √ Θ 2 /Θ 1 which depends on ρ. Considering a disk with radius R and center (0, 0) in the I-Q plane, the area of the disk is πR 2 , where R is proportional to √ P in this paper. After the mapping, the disk is converted into a paraboloid with parameter √ Θ 2 /Θ 1 which is restricted by the condition that the projection of the paraboloid in the I-Q plane should lie within the disk with radius √ Θ 1 R. When R is sufficiently large, the area of the paraboloid can be shown to be approximated by 3π
known that the optimal constellation design for the I-Q space is equivalent to a sphere-packing problem, i.e., packing two-dimensional spheres (disks) with a certain radius, which is related to the detection error rate, on the surface of the disk (i.e., the disk on the I-Q plane). The number of spheres that can be packed is proportional to the area of the disk. Thus, the communication rate can be written as O (log(πR 2 )) ∼ 2O(log R). Similarly, for the paraboloid, the number of three-dimensional spheres 4 (balls) that can be packed on the surface is proportional to the paraboloid area, and the rate can be written as O log(3π
it is straightforward to see that there is a 3/2 fold rate gain provided by the splitting receiver when R is sufficiently large. To sum up, bending the signal space from a two-dimensional plane to a three-dimensional paraboloid increases the effective area of the signal space which boosts the communication rate.
The complexity of splitting receiver: Although the splitting receiver is able to provide a performance gain, it is clear that for the information detection in the digital domain, the splitting 4 Note that sphere-packing is considered only if σ 2 cov = 2σ 2 rec , i.e., a uniform three-dimensional noise sphere, otherwise, it is ellipsoid-packing. Here we use sphere-packing for ease of illustration.
receiver requires a three-dimensional detection, while the conventional CD/PD receiver only needs a two/one-dimensional detection, respectively. Specifically, when applying the minimum distance detection for practical modulation, the splitting receiver needs to calculate the distance between two signal points in the three-dimensional space, while the conventional CD/PD receiver only needs to calculate the distance in the two/one-dimensional space. Thus, the splitting receiver requires a higher computation complexity to achieve the performance gain. Regarding the circuit complexity, for each antenna branch, the splitting receiver requires two detection circuits, while the conventional CD/PD receiver only needs one detection circuit. On the other hand, the proposed simplified receiver has a lower complexity than the CD receiver and a higher complexity than the PD receiver. Therefore, we should consider both the performance gain and the complexity (and the cost) when adopting a splitting receiver in practical systems.
D. Numerical Results
In the last two subsections, we have shown and explained that the splitting receiver achieves a 3/2 fold rate gain compared with the non-splitting channels in the high SNR regime. This suggests that a notable performance improvement can be found within a moderate SNR range, which is verified as follows. Also, we verify the tightness of the asymptotic analytical results presented in Sec. III.B.
1) Single-antenna scenario:
We set the channel power gain |h 1 | 2 = 1 for simplicity. Fig. 5 depicts the mutual information approximation given in (16a) and also the simulated mutual information with different received signal power. We see that the approximation and simulation results have the same general trend, and the percentage difference between the approximation and simulation results decreases as P increase (e.g., from P = 10 to 100).
Also we see that the optimal splitting ratios are (almost) the same for both the approximation and simulation results. When SNR is sufficiently large, e.g., 20 dB, ρ = 0.33 makes the mutual information at least 20% larger than that of the conventional cases (i.e., ρ = 0 or 1), and the joint processing gain is shown to be G ≈ 1.3. When SNR = 30 dB (i.e., P = 1000), the approximation is tight, and the joint processing gain with ρ = 0.33 is close to 1.5. Thus, the tightness of the mutual information expressions in Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 (which is obtained by taking ρ = 1/3 into Lemma 1) and also the asymptotic joint processing gain given by Proposition 3 are verified. ρ Mutual Information (bit) P = 1000, simulation P = 1000, approximation P = 100, simulation P = 100, approximation P = 10, simulation P = 10, approximation 6 depicts the optimal splitting ratio ρ (obtained by simulation) versus the received signal power P. It is observed that the optimal splitting ratio approaches 1/3 quickly as P increases, i.e., ρ = 1/3 when P > 35. Thus, ρ = 1/3 is a near-optimal choice even at moderate SNRs, and the tightness of the asymptotic optimal splitting ratio in Proposition 1 is verified. Fig. 7 depicts the approximation of the splitting channel mutual information given in (16a) with ρ = 1/3, and the optimal non-splitting channel mutual information, i.e., max{(12), (13)}.
It is observed that the splitting channel mutual information increases much faster w.r.t. P as compared with the coherent and non-coherent AWGN channels. When SNR > 20 dB (e.g., P > 100, σ 2) Multi-antenna scenario: Fig. 9 depicts the average mutual information over 10 3 channel realizations using (16b), where the channel power gain |h k | 2 is assumed to follow an exponential distribution with the mean of 1, and P = 100. Three splitting strategies are considered: (i) the numerically searched optimal splitting ratios by solving (P1) for every channel realization (i.e., optimal splitting), (ii) the simplified receiver with the strategy in Proposition 2, and (iii) ρ k = 1/3
for all k = 1, 2, ..., K. It is observed that the splitting receiver with the optimal splitting strategy is better than the simplified receiver. On the other hand, the splitting receiver can perform worse than the simplified receiver if some sub-optimal splitting strategy is used, e.g., ρ = 1/3, which is the optimal for a single-antenna receiver, but generally not necessarily optimal for a multiantenna receiver. 
IV. SPLITTING RECEIVER: PRACTICAL MODULATION
In this section, we consider commonly used modulation schemes and assume that each signal of the constellation is transmitted with the same probability. Note that, in this section, x and y denote the in-phase and quadrature signals in the CD circuit, respectively, and z denotes the signal in the PD circuit, which are different from the notation in Sec. III. This change of notation is adopted for ease of presentation of results.
A. Transmitted Signal Constellation
We consider the transmitted signal constellation of a general M-ary modulation scheme is Ω gen , which is a two-dimensional constellation placed on the I-Q plane. The ith symbol is denoted by the tuple (x i , y i ) on the I-Q plane, i = 1, 2, ..., M. Specifically:
(i) For the M-PAM scheme [1] , which is a one-dimensional modulation scheme on the I-axis,
we have x i = 2i − 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., M/2, and x i = −x i−M/2 for i = M/2 + 1, ...M, and
(ii) For the M-QAM scheme, which is a two-dimensional modulation scheme on the I-Q plane,
we have x i = 2 i mod 
B. Noiseless Received Signal Constellation
Based on the received signal expression after MRC in (5), the average signal power of the coherently and non-coherently processed signals are Θ 1 P and √ Θ 2 P, respectively. Thus, with such average power constraints, we define the noiseless received signal constellationΩ gen , and the ith symbol inΩ gen is denoted by the tuple (x i ,y i ,z i ),
Here k 1 and k 2 k 2 1 are the power normalization parameters determined only by the geometric property of a certain modulation scheme. Specifically, we have
, M-QAM,
For the single-antenna scenario, Figs. 11(a) and 11(c) show that the splitting ratio ρ ∈ (0, 1)
bends the received signal constellation from the I-axis to a paraboloid in the I-P plane, for 4-PAM and 4-IM, respectively. Fig. 11(b) shows that the splitting ratio ρ ∈ (0, 1) bends the received signal constellation from the I-Q plane to a paraboloid in the I-Q-P space. 
C. Decision Region
Since all the transmitted symbols are of equal probability, the optimal signal detection method is the maximum likelihood (ML) method [1] . The decision region for the ith symbol is defined as
where v (x, y, z) is the three-dimensional post-processing (noise added) signal in the splitting receiver, and f (·|·) is the conditional pdf.
From Sec. III, since both the CD and PD circuits introduce additive Gaussian noise, the received signal is surrounded by the noise sphere (ellipsoid) in the I-Q-P space, and f (v|i) is thus given by
Therefore, (26) is rewritten as
From (28) and (29), after simplification, the decision region of the ith symbol, V i is given by
wherex i ,y i andz i are defined in Sec. IV.B above (25). It is easy to see that V i is bounded by planes. The plane implied in (30), which divides the decision region between the ith and jth receive symbols, is given by
The decision regions for 8-PAM, 36-QAM (only for the symbols within the first quadrant of the I-Q-P space) and 4-IM are illustrated in Figs. 12(a), 12(b), and 12(c), respectively.
D. Joint Processing Gain in SER
To quantify the reduction in SER by the splitting receiver, we define the joint processing gain in terms of SER as:
Definition 2 (Joint processing gain in SER). Given a certain modulation scheme, the joint processing gain of the splitting receiver is
where inf{·} denotes for the infimum, and P e is the SER for a given ρ.
The joint processing gain represents the maximum SER reduction provided by the splitting receiver, compared with the best of the conventional receivers.
V. SPLITTING RECEIVER: SER ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive the SER at a splitting receiver for practical modulation schemes with the transmitted signal constellation Ω gen in the I-Q plane and the received signal constellation Ω gen in the I-Q-P space.
The SER can be written as where P i is the symbol success probability of the ith symbol, which is given by
Based on Sec. IV.B, when SNR → ∞ and ρ ∈ [0, 1]
and (x j ,y j ,z j ) belonging to different power tiers, i.e.,z i =z j , are easily distinguished because they are separated by a distance proportional to P in the power domain. In contrast, the symbols belonging to the same power tier are only separated with a distance proportional to √ P on the I-Q plane. Thus, the intra-tier detection error probability dominates the overall SER in the high SNR regime.
Therefore, there are basically two cases for the SER analysis in the high SNR regime:
1) For Ω gen having symbols that belong to the same tier as illustrated in Fig. 13(a) , such as M-PAM, M-QAM and M-PSK (phase-shift keying), the intra-tier detection error probability is dominant. Moreover, the detection error caused by the pair symbols with the minimum distance on the I-Q plane is dominant (see Fig. 13(a) ).
2) For Ω gen in which every symbol belongs to a different tier as illustrated in Fig. 13(b) , such as a M-IM, the inter-tier detection error probability is dominant. Moreover, the detection error caused by the pair of symbols with the minimum distance in the P-axis (power domain) is dominant.
Consider a transmitted signal constellation Ω gen with W pairs of dominant symbols as mentioned above and the minimum distance being d min . The approximated SER is calculated as [1]
where σ = σ 2 cov /2 or σ rec for cases 1) and 2), respectively. 
Based on Proposition 4, we can see that when ρ = 1 and ρ → 1,x 1 ≈ 3H 2 P/(M 2 − 1),
, which is smaller than the SER of the ρ = 1 case, i.e.,
, and is also smaller than the SER of the ρ = 0 case in which the SER can be as large as 0.5. Thus, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 5. For M-PAM, the asymptotic joint processing gain in the high SNR regime is
Note that although the joint processing gain depends on P, σ 2 cov and σ 2 rec , the asymptotic joint processing gain is independent of the specific noise variance at the CD and PD circuits in the high SNR regime.
B. M-QAM
Proposition 6. For M-QAM and ρ ∈ [0, 1] K \{ 0, 1}, the SER in the high SNR regime is given by
Letting ρ → 1, i.e.,x 1 →
, the approximated SER in Proposition 6 is minimized as
, which is smaller than the SER obtained by setting ρ = 0 or 1. Thus, we have the following result:
Proposition 7. For M-QAM, the asymptotic joint processing gain in the high SNR regime is 
C. M-IM
Proposition 8. For M-IM, the SER in the high SNR regime is given by
From Proposition 8, as ρ → 0, the minimum approximated SER is obtained as
, which equal to the SER when ρ = 0. Thus, the splitting receiver cannot improve the SER performance compared with the conventional receivers, and we have the result: Proposition 9. For M-IM, the asymptotic joint processing gain in the high SNR regime is equal to one.
D. Numerical Results
We present the numerical results using M-QAM for (i) the splitting receiver with single receiver antenna assuming |h 1 | 2 = 1, and (ii) the simplified receiver with multiple receiver 15 shows the joint processing gain versus P using Definition 2. We can see that the joint processing gain increase with P and approaches 3 and 5 for 16-QAM and 36-QAM, respectively, when P = 100, σ 2 cov = 1 and σ 2 rec is sufficiently small, e.g., 10 −3 . These results approach the asymptotic joint processing gain in Proposition 7. Also we see that only half the joint processing gain is achieved when P = 100 and σ 2 rec is large, e.g., σ 2 rec = 1. However, the increasing trend of the joint processing gain in Fig. 15 suggest that the asymptotic joint processing gain can be eventually achieved, when P is much larger than 100. Therefore, the asymptotic joint processing gain in Proposition 7 may not be approached in a normal range of the received signal power and the noise variance, but half of the joint processing gain is achievable. and 200, respectively. This is because that the optimal ratio ρ → 1 but never reaches 1 based on Proposition 4 in the high SNR regime. In other words, for the simplified receiver (where ρ k ∈ {0, 1}), most of the antennas should be connected to the CD circuits and at least one antenna should be connected to a PD circuit to achieve the highest joint processing gain.
Note that in practice, the degradation of ADC noise is usually modeled by the signal-toquantization-noise ratio (SQNR), approximately given by 6K dB, where K is the number of quantization bits [15] . Here, by assuming P = 2 and the noise variance of the ADC equals to 0.1 (i.e., less than σ 2 cov and σ 2 rec ), the SQNR equals to 13 dB, which implies K ≈ 2 bits. Similarly, by assuming P = 200, the SQNR equals to 33 dB, which implies K ≈ 5 bits. Therefore, the parameter settings are practical.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a splitting receiver, which fundamentally changes the way in which the signal is processed. With the same received signal power, the analytical results show that the splitting receiver provides excellent performance gain in the sense of both the mutual information (Gaussian input) and the SER (practical modulation), compared with the conventional coherent and non-coherent receivers. Future research may focus on the topics such as the MIMO system with a multi-antenna splitting receiver, and the design of constellations and coding schemes for the communication systems with splitting receiver. Moreover, some practical issues can also be taken into account, such as the effects of the antenna noise, the power splitter losses and the different receive sensitivity level at the CD and PD circuits of the splitting receiver. 
A. Proof of (16a)
Based on the property of mutual information invariance under scaling of random variables [19] , a scaled received signal expression based on (7) is given bỹ
. Thus, it is easy to verify that the real and imaginary parts ofZ √ P and k
are independent with each other and follow the same distribution N (0,
).
We define two random variables as
Because of the Markov chain Y 2 ) and the smooth and uniquely invertible map from √ PX to (X 1 , X 2 ), we have
Before the analysis of I(X 1 , X 2 ;Ỹ 1 , Y 2 ), we first define a new coordinate system named as paraboloid-normal (PN) coordinate system which is based on a paraboloid U. The paraboloid U is defined by the equation
where c I , c Q and c P are the three axes of Cartesian coordinate system of the I-Q-P space. By changing coordinate system, the point (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) is represented as (ã, l) in the PN coordinate system, whereã is the nearest point on the paraboloid U to the point (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ), and |l| is the distance. In other words, the point (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) is on the normal line at the pointã on the paraboloid. Specifically, the sign of l is positive when the point (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) is above the parabolic, otherwise, it is negative.
Based on the property of mutual information invariance under a change of coordinates [19] ,
representing Cartesian coordinate based random variables (X 1 , X 2 ) and (Ỹ 1 , Y 2 ) under the PN coordinate system as (Ã X , L X ) and (Ã X +ÃZ ,N , LZ ,N ), respectively, gives
where the noise-related random variablesÃZ ,N and LZ ,N , which are generated byZ and N, are correlated with the random variableÃ X . Since ) → 0 as P → ∞, it is easy to see that the noise variableÃZ ,N converges in probability towards (0, 0). Thus,Ã X +ÃZ ,N converges in probability towardsÃ X .
Furthermore, since convergence in probability implies convergence in distribution and the entropy function h(·) is continuous and defined based on the probability distribution of the input random variable [17] , we have h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) → h(Ã X ) as P → ∞. Similarly, we have the convergence of the random variable, i.e., LZ ,N ,Ã X +ÃZ ,N → LZ ,N ,Ã X , hence the convergence of entropy, i.e., h(LZ ,N ,Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) → h(LZ ,N ,Ã X ).
Therefore, the conditional entropy h(LZ ,N |Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) h(LZ ,N ,Ã X +ÃZ ,N )−h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N )
converges to h(LZ ,N |Ã X ) h(LZ ,N ,Ã X ) − h(Ã X ), i.e., h(LZ ,N |Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) → h(LZ ,N |Ã X ).
Similarly, we have h(LZ ,N |Ã X ,Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) → h(LZ ,N |Ã X ,Ã X ). Together with the fact that h(LZ ,N |Ã X ) = h(LZ ,N |Ã X ,Ã X ) [17] , we have h(LZ ,N |Ã X +ÃZ ,N )−h(LZ ,N |Ã X ,Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) → 0 as P → ∞. Thus, the mutual information in (A.6) can asymptotically be rewritten as
Then we calculate h(Ã X ) and h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N |Ã X ) as follows. where (a) is because of the polar transformation.
1) h(Ã X
2) Asymptotic h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N |Ã X ): For a given value ofÃ X , based on the definition of the PN coordinate system, the random variableÃ X +ÃZ ,N is treated as the projection of the threedimensional circular symmetric Gaussian noise, i.e., (Z √ P , k
) shifted byÃ X , on the parabolic U by the normal vectors of it.
As P → ∞,Ã X +ÃZ ,N converges in probability towardÃ X , thus, for a given value ofÃ X , the effective range of the random variableÃ X +ÃZ ,N on the paraboloid U, is very small, which is close to the tangent plane of U at the pointÃ X . Therefore, the random variableÃ X +ÃZ ,N converges in probability toward the random variable generated by the projection of the threedimensional circular symmetric Gaussian noise on the tangent plane of U at the pointÃ X by the normal vector of the pointÃ X , which is the well-known two-dimensional complex Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 cov /P. Therefore, givenÃ X , the entropy h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N ) is approaching to log 2 (πeσ 2 cov /P) which does not rely onÃ X . Thus, as P → ∞, the asymptotic conditional entropy is h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N |Ã X ) = EÃ X h(Ã X +ÃZ ,N |Ã X =ã X ) ≈ log 2 πeσ
